


extensively in Patriot Prayer’s facebook comment threads prior to the event,
often spewing overt neo-nazi rhetoric. A number of leftist commenters called
out this fascist language, but Patriot Prayer’s followers were content with
either ignoring or endorsing his behavior.

Jeremy Christian participates in Patriot Prayer comment threads.
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At this point, incredibly, the fractal creepiness of October 8th’s events had not
yet reached their culmination. To restate: a supporter of a murderous neo-nazi
Patriot Prayer supporter attending a Patriot Prayer rally armed for murder was
perhaps not the last worrisome moment of the day. During one of his many
“speeches” during the event, Joey mentioned that he would be attending the
Montavilla neighborhood association’s meeting the following day.

Joey states that he will disrupt the Montavilla Neighborhood Association
meeting on October 9th

By no coincidence, this meeting of the Montavilla Neighborhood Association
on October 9th happens to be an election for its board. Both members of the
association and running candidates report receiving bizarre harassment from a
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to the site of his first major incursion (alongside sieg heiling neo-nazis) into
Portland for the purposes of disrupting the electoral process of a neighborhood
association doesn’t seem quite shameful enough, perhaps it would help to add
that Micah Fletcher, the sole survivor of the Max attack, is one of the
candidates whose bid Joey will be interrupting.

To recap: April 26 - April 29, 2017: Jeremy Christian, a neo-nazi, participates
intensively in Patriot Prayer comment threads and also attends a rally in the
immigrant Montavilla neighborhood where he throws sieg heil salutes and
threatens counter-protesters. He continues to participate in Patriot Prayer
comment threads until May 26th. May 26, 2017: Jeremy Christian allegedly
stabs three people, killing two, on the Portland MAX train while spewing
Islamophobic threats. May 31, 2017: Joey states that he would consider
canceling a scheduled Patriot Prayer rally featuring anti-semitic & white
nationalist speakers if family members of the train stabbings requested that he
do so. June 1, 2017: The grandmother of the sole survivor of Jeremy
Christian’s alleged murders requests that the scheduled rally be canceled.
Joey refuses to cancel. June 3, 2017: Jay Bishop is filmed expressing support
for Jeremy Christian’s alleged murders and denigrating the people he stabbed.
October 8, 2017: Jay Bishop is arrested after carrying a gun and a good deal
of ammunition into a federal park at a Patriot Prayer rally. October 9, 2017:
Joey Gibson plans to disrupt the electoral process of the Montavilla
neighborhood association where the sole survivor of neo-nazi and patriot
prayer attendee Jeremy Christian’s alleged murders is running as a candidate
for the board.

Joey decides not to disrupt the Montavilla Neighborhood Association, but
refuses to miss an opportunity to call community members who stand together
in opposition to his de facto nazi marches “extremists”.

As of this morning, Joey Gibson has announced that he will not be attending
the Montavilla Neighborhood Association meeting tonight. However, as our
above reporting shows, he cannot be trusted to keep to his word. If you are a
resident of the Montavilla neighborhood (map here) we encourage you to
attend this meeting.
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American Freedom Warriors

Patriot Prayer

Jeremy Christian
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